Certain retrovirus and retrots ns display strong biases in the selection of host DNA sites for integration. To probe the possibility that simple tethering ofthe retroelement integrase protein to a target DNA site is sufficient to direct integration, the activities of a hybrid composed of human immunodeficiency virus 1 integrase and A repressor were analyzed. In in vitro reactions containing several target 
DNAs, the A repressor-ntegrase hybrid was found to direct integration selectively to targets containing A operators. Addition of A repressor blocked selective intertiona, indicating that binding to the operators was required. The A repressorintegrase hybrid protein directed integration primarily to sites near the operators on the same face of the B-DNA helix, indicating that target DNA was probably captured by looping out the intervening sequences. Such hybrid integrase proteins may be useful for directing retroviral integration to specific sequences n vivo.
the position of transcription initiation of tRNA genes. Binding of the Ty3 integration apparatus to polymerase III transcription factors has been proposed to direct integration to the start site of the tRNA gene (7) . Possibly a similar interaction between Tyl and a host chromosomal protein explains the biases in Tyl integration.
Can The integration of cDNA of retroviruses and retrotransposons can take place at many sites in the host genome, though the distribution of integration sites is not random. For Rous sarcoma virus, it has been reported that certain sites are used as targets a million times more frequently than expected (2) . The mechanism of this targeting is unclear. Other departures from random integration site selection have been reported and in some cases attributed to effects ofhost proteins bound to the chromosomal target (3, 4 20 min, reaction mixtures were heated at 600C for 3 min (to melt the annealed A DNA cohesive ends) and resolved on a Tris/Acetate/EDTA/0.7% agarose gel (9) .
Integration reactions for analysis of products by PCR were carried out as above, except FB64/FB65-2 were used as the oligonucleotide donor. Reactions were stopped as above, Fig. 1 a and c) and total A DNA was visualized by staining with ethidium bromide (Fig. 1 b and d) . The unincorporated oligonucleotide viral end was not retained on the gel due to its short size. Because the viral end is much shorter than the A target DNA fragments, integration does not result in a detectable change in the mobility of the integration target. The observation that the target DNAs in Fig. 1 (Fig. ic) . Reactions containing less of the AR-IN protein yielded less total integration product, but the OL and OR fragments contained an even greater proportion of the total integration signal (Fig. ic, compare lanes 1 and 3) . Eleven (Fig. le, lanes 1-4) . The bias was again most pronounced at the lowest concentration of the AR-IN fusion (Fig. ld, lane 4) . Selective (Fig. 2 a and c, lanes 2-4) . Upon addition of 6 pmol of AR, however, the pattern of site selection was changed such that integration events were evenly distributed on the target DNA (Fig. 2a, lane 5) . For reaction mixtures containing 2 pmol of wild-type IN, integration sites were evenly distributed over all the DNA fragments, and addition of repressor did not change this pattern (Fig. 2 b and d) .
As a control, the experiment was repeated using the repressor protein ofthe heteroimmune lambdoid phage 434 as competitor. Phage 434 repressor acts at the 434 right operator in a manner closely similar to that described for AR (12, 16) Fig. 3 a, lane 1 (top strand) , and b, lane 1 (bottom strand). A band can be seen at most positions in the product ladder, indicating that most phosphodiesters in the A DNA can serve as target. Relative efficiencies of integration, however, vary over at least a 100-fold range. The effect of added AR on site selection was also determined (Fig. 3 a and  b, lanes 2-6) , in part to facilitate the interpretation of the pattern seen with AR-IN described below. In the presence of 6 pmol of AR, the region containing OR1 and OR2 was fully protected, presumably because AR at these sites obstructed access of IN. Higher levels of AR, 18 pmol or more, were required to fill the low-affinity site, OR3 (Fig. 3 a and b , lanes 5 and 6). These data further support a previous study (4) that indicated that integration followed by PCR can be used to detect DNA-bound proteins as in established "footprinting" protocols.
The presence of bound AR enhanced integration at several sites adjacent to the operators. This effect was particularly prominent at two positions on the top strand ( Fig. 3a; concentrations of AR (54 pmol). Use of this site appears to be stimulated by the presence of AR at OR3.
A similar PCR analysis of integration sites used by AR-IN yielded a strikingly different pattern, dominated by strong enhancements to either side of OR1 and OR2 (Fig. 3 c and d) . These sites on the top strand are labeled H (for hot spot) and numbered from 5' to 3'. Bottom-strand hot spots are labeled H'. Each is marked with a long arrow. Less-prominent hot spots are marked by short arrows. AR-IN directed little integration into the OR1 and OR2 sites themselves, as expected if AR-IN occupied these sites. Integration was more prominent in OR3, indicating that it is unoccupied or only partially occupied. Titrating AR into reactions containing AR-IN diminished integration into the hot spots near OR but had less influence on the weak integration seen at more distant sites (Fig. 3 c and d , lanes 2-6, and data not shown). These data are as expected if integration at the hot spots near OR is carried out by the AR-IN fusion protein bound at OR.
Alignment of the periodic pattern on a DNA model revealed that many of these sites lie on one face of the DNA helix (Fig. 4) (21) , so perhaps distortion in the DNA emerging from the ARoperator complex at these positions promotes integration. However, little DNA distortion is seen in the x-ray structure of the AR DNA binding domain bound to an operator (22) . Alternatively, the presence of AR near the favored sites may neutralize some of the negative charges on the DNA phosphates, thereby reducing the energy required to bring together the viral DNA end and the target DNA. 
